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Conditions which imply that 
Subrings of Semiprimary Rings are Semiprimary 
J.-E. UJtiKr< 
If nothing particular is said, a ring has an idcntit!. and a module is unitary. 
A ring K is semiprimary if its Jacobson radical j(R) is nilpotent while 
It/J(R) is artinian. A ring R is right pcrfcct if R satisfies the d.c.c. (descending 
chain condition) on principal left ideals. A basic result of H. Bass asserts 
that a ring R is right perfect if and only if 42/J(R) is artinian while J(R) is 
left Il’-nilpotent, i.e., if (a,) is a sequence in I(R), then a,, .‘. a, -7 0 for some 
integer 11. See [I] or [2, Theorem 31 for a proof. In addition, we recall that 
if ZZ is right perfect then every left Zi-module satisfies the d.c.c. on f.g. 
(finitely generated) submodules. See [2, Theorem 21. 
The result of H. Bass above shows, in particular, that a semiprimarv ring 
is right and left perfect. In fact, n-e can also give an alternative definition 
of a semiprimarl- ring as follows: 
“A ring K is scmiprimary if and only if there is an integer ;\- such that R 
does not contain any strictly decreasing sequence of N principal left ideals”. 
Kest we recall some well-known concepts. If R is a ring, then a left 
K-module 111 has a finite presentation if 111 = F/K, where I; is an f.g. free 
left K-module while K is an f.g. submodule of F. If R is a ring and if !lZ is 
a left R-module, we can introduce the endomorphism ring B : hom,(llf, I’ll). 
M’e shall always consider flf as a right E-module, so if (b t E and if m t --lZ 
then WZ+ denotes the image of ~1. 
\Ve are now ready to state the main results of this papet-. 
THEOREM 3. I 1. Let A be a left avtinian ring and let R be a subring nf A. 
Suppose that alI is finitely generated as a left R-module and that R is left 
noetherian. Then R is left avtinian. 
‘I’IIEOKEM 4. I. Let R be a semiprimary ring and let ;II be a lejt R-module 
of a jinite presentation. Then Hom,(M, AZ) is semiprimary. 
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‘I’IEORM 4.2. Let R be a hft and n T&ht perfect ring. Let _IZ he a left 
R-modzh of u ,jinite presentation. Then hom,(ll, III) is right perfut. 
Iltw follows a brief outline of this paper. Section 1 contains only pre- 
liminary and well-known results and in Section 2 we give some examples 
which moth\-ate the theorems above. Besides, we prow some results about 
algebras over pcrfcct fields and in connection with these \vc have stated 
some open questions. Finally, Section 3 contains a series of results about 
semiprimarv and perfect rings which arc needed for the proofs of Theorem 
4.1 .~ 5.3. dare. 
I:irst, we recall some facts from [7, p. 140-l 511. If R is a ring then aut(R) 
will denote the group of all automorphisms of the ring R. Let G be a subgroup 
of aut(R), then we construct a ring B(G) as follows. The ring Z?(G) consists 
of ail maps 6, of R into itself which arc given as cf(s) : ,yl(x)al -L ... -1 gll(s)a,, 
for some gi E G and a, E R as x varies. 
Since E(G) is a ring of operators on R we may consider R as a left E(G)- 
module. I\‘c can easily describe the endomorphism ring hom,(,)(R, R). 
For if 1’ maps R into itself while T(g(x)a) -~ ,y( T(x))a for all g t G and all 
a E R, then it is easily seen that T(x) =: u.x for some zc t i(G). Conversely, 
the left multiplication by an element in the invariant subring i(G) defines 
an B(G)-linear map on R, so we see that i(G) z hom,(,,,(R, R). 
Suppose now that G is a finite group of order ;\: and that the element .lye 
is inrertiblc in R. The inverse of A’e is denoted by A’ *. This situation is 
called the nonmodular case. 
In this nonmodular cast, we can establish a close connection bctnew 
the two rings R and i(G). For if x t R we can put T(,Y) :\‘ml(gl(x) -A ‘.’ t- 
g,(~x)), where G {gl ... <Y,~). Then 27 is a prqjection of R onto Z(G) such 
that I ~~~ yr(x) if y t i(G) and s E R. Using the projection map 7~ it 
follows, e.g., that ifL is a left ideal in the ring i(G), then we getI, = XL P i(G). 
So in the nonmodular case we see that if R is left artinian (rcsp., left noethc- 
Can) then Z(G) is so. The following well-known result can also be established 
in the nonmodular case: 
“Let R bc a scmisimple artinian ring and let G be a finite subgroup of 
aut(R) such that the nonmodular case occurs. Then i(G) is a semisimple 
artinian ring and R is f.g. both as a left and as a right i(G)-module.” 
IHere ive stud! the so-called moduiar cast. So iio\v n-e assume that if ~\- 
is the order of the group G, then ,Ye 0 on R. The examples below show that 
the results from Section I riced not be true in the modular case. 
ESA:\IPLE 2.1. Let D be a division ring of characteristic 2. In addition, 
D contains an element 0 such that if D,, {S E: 11 : cl.\’ .X0], then I) is 
of infinite dimension both as a left and as a right \ector space ovt’r I),, 
Kext, vx define a group G of order 4. in aut(:lZ,(l))). 
?‘he group G is generated by the inner automorphisms g, and gZ bvhich arc 
d&cd by the elements .vl ((: t), rcsp., I,!, sZ (:, ;). Sotice that slZ 
x-2 (A :) because char(D) 2. 
An easy computation shous that i(G) {(ii ,y) : .Y t /I,, and y i I);. 
Clearly, i(G) has the nilpotent Jacobson radical I(i(G)) mm {(i ;i) : y c II), 
so that i(G) is semiprimary. nut i(G) fails to be left or right artinian because 
the condition on I),, shows that J(i(G)) is not f.g. as a left or a right ideal. 
ESARIPLE 2.2. I,et Zi be a commutative field of characteristic 2. Dcfine 
R -=~~ Ke + Ku, i.e., R is, first, a left vector space over K. We make R into 
an associative ring by the following multiplication table: e is the unit of Ii, 
2 : 0 and ah +(k)a for some endomorphism 4 of K into itself. 
Let us put K,, [h t K : 4(/i) = /<j. Th e e ement 1 e i (I is invertible in R 
and defines an inner automorphism g over R. Also (e mu CZ)” P so that g 
generates a group G of order 2 in aut(R). Clearly i(G) k;e ;- Ku and 
again i(G) fails to bc left or right artinian if the dimension [K : K,,] mm= ‘x. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let K be a commutative field of characteristic 2. Suppose 
also that K admits a derivation T such that if K,, = {k E K : Tk :-= O>, then 
the dimension [K : K,J = OS . 
Now we introduce a 2-dimensional K-algebra R as follows. IVe put 
R Ke +-- Ku, where e is the unit of R and uZ -= 0. Kext, we define an 
element g in aut(R) as follows. Put g(.w -+ ya) =: .ve -I- (Tx)a -1. ya for all 
x, y E K. 
Because char(K) 2, it follows that g2 is the identity map, so that R 
generates a group G of order 2 in aut(R). Clearly, i(G) := K,,e -:- Ku and 
since [K : Ku] == c/3 it follows that i(G) is not artinian. 
Let us notice that WC used a nonzero derivation on K to obtain Example 2.3. 
Recall that a commutative field K of characteristic p is perfect if K : k-1,. 
Clearly, a perfect field does not admit any nonzero derivation and this fact 
leads to the result below. 
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‘I’~I~OlIF~I 2.4. Let A- be a perfect jield and let .3 he a K-algebra of a jinitc 
rank. Let G be a finite subgroup of aut(.A). Th en the invariant subring i(G) 
is lqft amI right artinian and &-3 is f.g. as a lqft (and as a right) module o’cer i(G). 
11-e shall carry out the proof of Theorem 2.4. in a series of lemmas. 
LEIIMI 2.5. It is sufficient to prove Theorem 2.4. in the case when il is 
c0mmutntir.e. 
I’roqf. Let .-1 be a K-algebra of a finite rank and let G be a finite subgroup 
of aut(rl). Let % be the center of A. Clcarh, Z is a K-algebra of a finite rank 
and each clement in G maps Z onto itself. Hence the restriction of G to % 
defncs a finite subgroup G, of ant(Z). Jf’c have i(Gz) =: i(G) /7 Z. 
Suppose now that Theorem 2.4. has been proved for commutative 
K-algebras. Then i(G,) is nrtinian and 2 is an f.g. i(Gz)-module. Since .I 
is an f.g. Z-module and since i(G,) is noetherian, it follows that i(G) is an f.g. 
module over i(G,) and that A is f.g. both as a left and as a right module over 
i(G). This proves the lemma. 
I,EYIhIA 2.6. It is su$icient to proze Theorem 2.4. when =2 is n rornmutatke 
h--algebra rchich is a semisimple artinian ring. 
Proof. Lclt A be a commutative K-algebra of a finite rank. IVe consider 
the ring B A/J(a). Then R is isomorphic to a direct sum of fieldsF, .‘. P,, . 
Each field is a finite algebraic extension of K and then a well-known fact shows 
that each I;; is a perfect field. Since A is a K-algebra it is clear that the ring &3 
has the same characteristic as each F, . But then a well-known result (See 
[P, p. 42-4.51) shows that A contains a unique semisimple K-algebra C such 
that il (J e> j(A). 
The uniqueness of C shows that if g E aut(A), then <!y maps C onto itself. 
So if G is a finite subgroup of am(A) and if Theorem 4.2. has been proved 
for commutative semisimple K-algebras, then we can conclude that the ring 
C, = i(G) n C is artinian and that C is an f.g. C,-module. But then it is not 
hard to verify that i(G) is artinian and that A is an f.g. i(G)-module. 
See also [4, Theorem 1.3 and Proposition 4.31 for more general results of 
this kind. 
L:sing Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. we see that Theorem 2.4. is a consequence of 
the result below. 
~‘ROlwSITION 2.7. Let A be a commutative semisimple artinian ring and let 
G be a jinite subgroup of aut(A). Th en i(G) is a semisimple artinian ring and 
-f is an f.g. i(G)-module. 
Proof. Let us put I = e, + ... -+ e,, , where {e,> is the unique family of 
primitive idempotents in A. Here the rings e,;lc, arc fields If g G aut(.-I), 
then f permutes the set {e,j. So to each i ~vvc get ,Y(P;) P,(,,). 
Hence each clement g in G determines a permutation i ~-+ i(:r) on the set 
.\- I I .‘. II). So, in particular, X can be decomposed into G-oi-hits. Supl~~~sc, 
e.g.% that [I .‘. rj is a CT-oi-hit for some I II. If we put .f’ 0, “. (‘; 
then it is easil\ seen tliat f- i(G). So to each Got-hit % in .2. 17.e can associate 
an idempotent e/ in i(G). .N o\\ we SW that it is sufticient to pro\-c that the rings 
13, i(G) ey arc ticlds \iI:ile -4, Ir, arc f.g. II,-modules fol- each 
Got-hit %. 
So iio\v \vc assume that the set .1- is the onl\, C-orbit in j I ..’ /ii. ‘l’his 
means precisely that the identity 1 is a primitive idempotcnt in i(G). Sext 
\Yc introduce the ring R(G) as in Section I. Clearly, E(G) is left alid right 
artinian and A~ is a faithful left E(G)- module. Iie\rt n-e show that .I is an 
irreducihlc left F(G)-module. 
For let 114 be a nonzcro B(G)- module in AII. In particular, .I/ is an ideal 
in --I and hence .II :lffor some idempotcntfin A4. Ifg r; G, me get,y(,f) c .lI 
so that g(.f‘).f f. Rut then vc can easily conclude that .f‘~ i(G) and hence 
.f~- I. 
Since Z-I is a faithful irreducible left K(G)- module, it follows that H(G) is 
a simple artinian ring. \\:e know that i(G) hom,,C,Pr(A, -4) which firstI! 
sho\vs that i(G) is a field and also a standard argument shows that . I is an f.g. 
module o\-cr i(G) 
Fina!!!-, \ve ask a question \s.hich we have been unable to settlc. Suppose 
that .-I is a local noethcrian ring wit11 the additional propert!. that -4 contains 
a perfect subfield l< which is a representative field for rl,‘w, n-here ;I? is the 
maximal ideal of .4. Suppose now that G is a finite siibgroup of aut(.-I). 
‘l’hen we ask if A4 is ali f.g. i(G)-module. 
11-e remark her-e that if A is an f. g. i(G)-module, then i(G) is nocthcrian: 
SW [6]. It is not hard to prow that the qucstbn above has a positive answer 
when d is a complete local ring. It is also well-known that the question al)ov~ 
has a positive ansbver \vlren -4 is an f.g. K-algebra. 
The following property is easily verified for a ring R. Let II7 he a two-sided 
ideal in R and suppcsc that w,, arc elements in I?, II. \vhich generate 
a decreasing sequcncc of principal left ideals in R/IT-. Then \YC can choose 
elements s, in H so that x, = :c,, in Rj II7 n-hilt Rx,, is decreasing. L:sing this 
fact, wc get that if R is right pcrfcct and if II’ is a t\+o-sided ideal in I?, 
then R/II- is right pcrfcct. ITsing the altcrnativc definition of a semiprimal-! 
ring, wc can also deduce the following result: 
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LEarnl:1 3. I. Let R be a semiprimary ring and let TT- be a two-siLled ideal 
in R. Then R! W is semipuimary. 
lest 1r-c recall a useful result. Let R be a ring and let AI be a Icft R-module 
of a finite length. Let us put E hom,(;l’l, il>Z). Then a well-known result 
of S. Jacobson shows that E is semiprimary (notice that this is a speciai cast 
of ‘l’hrorem 4. I. when R is left artinian). ‘The conclusion is also the best 
possible, i.e., we cannot conclude that B is left or right artinian (SW the 
esamples in Section 2 of this paper or Part 5 in [4]). 
In addition, B satisfies the following condition: Let S be a subring of B 
which is nil; then S is nilpotent and more precisely 9” 0, where ZL: is 
the lcntgh of -II. (See [5, Euercisc 3, p. Xl). 
LE~IXZ 3.2. Let R be semipvimary and let B be a subring of R. Suppose 
that L is a hft ideal of H which is nil. Then L is nilpotent. 
Proof. Let us put JI ~ R/J(R) and consider iI1 as a right R-tnodulc. 
Then ll! has a finite length, say, ZC. ~VC can identify hom,e(Alf, Il1) with the 
ring R/J(R) via left multiplication. So, in particular, LI(L n J(R)) is a subring 
of hom,(;ll, *III) which is nil. Then the preceeding result shows that L’l‘ C j(R). 
Finally, J(R)” ~~ 0 for some s, and then it follows that if we put X 7;s 
\TC get Lh 0. 
‘i‘he pi-weeding proof immediately gives the following two results. 
C'OROLLARY 3.3. Let R be serniprima~y and let B be a C’ht perj&t subring 
qf R. Then B is semipvimary. 
C'OROLLAR\- 3.4. Let R be right perfect and let B be a subriq of R. If L 
is a left ideal of B which is nil, then the tulo-sided ideal LB which L generates 
in R is hft T-nilpoteflt. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let R be r@ht perfect and let B be a sub&g of R. If each 
lcft ideal of B which is not nil contains an idempotent, then B Is right perfect. 
Proof. Let 9 be the nil radical of B. Then Corollary 3.4. shows that 1X’ 
is left ‘T-nilpotent and that N contains every left ideal in B which is nil. It 
follows that ever\- nonzero left ideal in B/N contains an idempotent. Since 
a denumerable family of orthogonal idempotents in B/i\: can be lifted simul- 
tanousl!- to B it follows that B/N cannot contain infinitely many orthogonal 
idempotcnts. But then we see that B/N is a semisimple artinian ring and 
finally the theorem of H. Bass shows that B is right perfect. 
COROLL.~RY 3.6. Let R be semiprimary and let B be a subring of R. If each 
left ideal of B which is not nil contains an idempotent, then B is semiprimavy. 
‘I’he proof of Proposition 3.7. requires some preliminary results. 
l’rouj’. \lFc can put 11-R ---.fR wheref is an idempotellt. ‘The i~ng jY?f is 
artinian and here fRf :- fBf. Let us put e 1 - -.f and let e be its image 
in B;‘CI.. It is easily see11 that eBE - @H/11-@ and since R/II. is right pcrfcct 
it follwvs that rBc is right perfect. Ivow ‘l’heorem 6.2. in [3] implies that H 
is right perfect and, finally, (‘orollary 3.3 shows that B is scmiprimarT.. 
Lxvlni:\ 3.9. Let Ii be right peFfecect and let B be a subring ?f R. Let US put 
C = B + J(R). Then B is Tight perfect if und on(y if (‘ is so. 
Pvor?f of Proposition 3.7. I& us introduce the ring C B 1 J(R). ‘I‘hen 
1’ =m: TZ’ + /(R) is a two-sided ideal in c’ such that L’R C (‘. Clearly, ~vve have 
a canonical homomorphism from B,‘Tl. onto (‘j I . . Since 11, IC- is riglIt perfect 
it follows that C!‘I- is so. 
If WC let A-1 ~~ R/J(R), then (,‘] L- C’:](R) ‘. is 3 subring of -4. IIere C’, contains 
thr two-sided ideal I, I’,‘-/(R) and ~-e see that r;.-l C c’1 while 
c’,jl’, e< C,‘l.. IIence an application of Lemma 3.8 sho\vs that (‘1 is right 
perfect and then the theorem of H. Bass shons that c’ is right perfect. Finally, 
Lemma 3.9 shows that B is right perfect too. 
Notice that even if R is left and right artinian in Proposition 3.7 we cannot 
conclude that B is left artinian. Take, c.g., a commutative field K containing 
a subfield K,, such that [K : K,,] -mm ;ct. Let R -:~ I(: ‘$; .x, y. 2, i Kj in 
X,(K) and let B :ym ((,’ ‘;) : s t A;, , 3’. z F Kj. If II’ {(i “z) : J’, 2 1: Ix;, 
then IT. is a two-sided ideal in B such that RLVR C B. The ring IZ,‘II.- K,, 
and R is left and right artinian. but, clearly, B is not left artinian. (‘ompare 
this with the discussion in [3, Part 51. 
&Tl:e shall also need some results about rings of endomorphisms over f.g. 
left modules of right perfect rings. So let R be right perfect and let K be 
an f.g. left R-module and put E = hom,(K, K). Clearly, KY is an f.g. 
submodule of K for each M in I:‘. IJsing this fact together with Theorem 2 
in [2], we get the result below. 
LEnlnri\ 3.10. Let R, K and E be as aboae. Put W - ix E E : Kv C J(R)K\I). 
Then W is a left T-nilpotent two-sided ideal of E. 
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l’roof. Let (sIL) be a sequence in II-. We put ill,, = Kx,~ ‘.. s1 , so that 
-If,, is a decreasing sequence of f.g. submodules of K. IHence ;121,, -7: i1Z,, 1 
for some integer 11. But then d/,, :~ (K-Y,,,) .v,( ... xi C J(R) ‘\I,, which implies 
that M,, ~~~ 0, so that x,, ..’ x1 :mm 0.
Finally, we shall study a problem which was also in\-estigated in [ill. 
IIcre is the main result of this final part of Section 3. 
‘I‘I-IEORE31 3.1 1. Let ,q be left artiniun und let R be a subrin~ of A-1. Suppose 
that _Z is un f.g. left R-module and that R is left noetlzrrian. Then R is left 
nrti&n. 
Let us remark that it is essential to assume that Ii is left noetherian in 
‘I’heorcm 3.11 (see [4, Example I .O]). M’e also refer to [4, Theorem 2.3 
and 3.31 and to [6, Theorem I] for some related results. 
The proof of Theorem 3.11 will be based on some general facts. First, 
we recall that if =1 is a ring and if R is a subring of A, then A is left integrally 
dependent over I-? if to each element a t A there are elements y1 ... I’,& in R 
so that u” + yin !!-I -,- .+ y,, : 0. The next result is easilv verified. 
Lawm 3.12. Let -4 be u ring and let R be a lpft noetherian subring of 
.I. Suppose that A is an f.g. lejj R-module, then -4 is lpft integrally dependent 
mw R. 
In Proposition 3.13 below we state a result which will enable us to prove 
Theorem 3.1 I. Let us recall that a ring R has a finite left dimension if R does 
not contain any infinite direct sum of left ideals. Also a left idcalL in R is called 
a left point-arm&t ifL = (Y t R : rs = O$ for some clement .x in K. Following 
the terminology from [3] we say that R is a left Q-ring if it has a finite left 
dimension and if the a.c.c. holds for left point-annulets. In particular a left 
Goldie ring is a left Q-ring. 
In [3, Theorem 5.11 the following result was established: “Let R be a left 
B-ring and suppose that to each element x in R there is an integer 11 so that 
Rx” == Rw”~~ l. Then R is right perfect”. 
I’ROPOSITION 3.13. Let A be a right perfect ring and let R be a subring 
of .-I. Jf R is a left Q-ring and if ,-1 is left integrally dependent over R, then R 
is right perfect. 
Proof. By using the result above, it is sufficient to prove that if x E R 
then Rx” m-z lix”-‘l for some integer n. Since A is right perfect wc can first 
find n so that .Y” = a.v’ltl for some a E ,q. 
By assumption, a’” + rIaiTi-l + ... + Y,, = 0. Clearly, we have Y” -= 
&x7’+ i for all i .> 1. This shows that if vve multiply the equation above by 
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Ptmf of Theotwrr 3.1 I. First, Lemma 3.12 shovvs tlrat <-I is left integrall! 
dependent ovel- R. Clearl! , the left noetherian ring I-? is a left Q-ring. Hence 
Proposition 3.13 shows that K is right perfect and hcncc left artinian. 
Let us, first, remark that it is essential to assume that the f.g. left R-module 
111 has a finite presentation in Theorem 4. I. For without this extra assumption 
Theorem 4.1 is false because of Example 2. I in [4], where we constructed 
a semiprimary ring Ii containing a left idcal L such that hom,(RjL, R/1,) 
is not semiprimary. Notice that Theorem 4. I shows that I, cannot be f.g. 
in such an example. 
The proof of Theorem 4. I will be omitted since it is proved by exactl!- 
the same method as in the following proof of Theorem 4.2 except for some 
details vvhich are less difficult to v-erify. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. By assumption, we can put :\I F/K, where Ii’ 
is a free left R-module of a finite rank, say, k, while K is an f.g. suhmodule 
of F. As usual WC can identify .-I hom,(F, F) with the full matrix-ring 
A/,;(R). Because K is left and right perfect it follows that .-1 is so too. Ifs E =2 
and if m EF, then ms will denote the image of m. 
Kcxt \ve put u ~~ {.v E ‘-1 : KY C sj. If cvc let C,’ [.v~rl :F.xC h-j, 
then C is a two-sided idcal in B and O/l’ is canonically isomorphic with 
hom,(X, 11,). Therefore Thcorcm 4., 7 is proved if we can show that H is 
right perfect. 
Let us now put 11’ (.vtil :&C/(R)K]andlet IV={XEA :k-v Oj. 
Clearly, II’C N and U-and ,V are two-sided ideals in B. Tk7e also see that IlyAq 
is contained in B. Then Proposition 3.7 shows that B is right perfect if 
B/II7 is so. Next, Lemma 3. IO shows that if :Vr is the two-sided ideal which 
1V generates in B/H., then hi, is left T-nilpotent. llsing the theorem of 
H. Bass we can conclude that B/II’ is right perfect if B/N is so. 
Hence we have shown that it is suf?icient to prove that B/N is right perfect. 
The proof of this fact will follow from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 below, vvhich, 
together with Proposition 3.7, completes the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
IXMMA 4.3. The ring Bj:V can be identified a&h a sulwing of a semisimple 
arfiniau ring. 
Proof. Let Kl = K/J(K)K so that K, is an f.g. left R/J(R)-module. 
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Then the ring A hom,!&k; , KJ is a semisimple artinian ring. Xcxt, 
M‘C‘ construct an isomorphism from Bj:V into A as follows. 
Ifs E H then the restriction sK of x to K defines an element of hom,(K, ii). 
It is obvious that xK maps J(R)K into itself and hence sK determines an 
clement .A~ in :I. ‘I’he map d, : N + cK gives the desired isomorphism since 
ker + =m- >\‘ holds. 
Finail!, KC come to the difficult part of Theorem 4.2. \\:e remark here 
that the method we are using in Lemma 4.4. below is closely related to the 
method used in Theorem 1 in [2]. 
LE~IAIA 4.4. Lef P, be a right idceczl in B;A’ which is not nil. Then PI 
contuins an idempotent. 
Proof. Let us put 1’ :- {s t B : s E I’, in B/-V). \Ve shall now prove that 
P contains an idempotent _e which does not belong to ,V. ‘I’hen P gives the 
desired idempotent in PI . 
Recall that B is a subring of -1 and that A is left and right perfect. Kow 
WC can choose .x0 in P so that x(,.4 is minimal among all principal right ideals 
earl, as F varies in P while 7 is not nilpotent in B/-Ir. Nest we put 
S ~ [y c I’ : Jo is not nilpotent and y=2 : x,,Aj. 
Soticc that if y E S, then y” E S for all n , ; I. Because K is an f.g. left 
li-mod&, it follows from Theorem 2 in [2] that KY,” Kx~” if II is 
sufficiently large. In addition, we may also assume that PZ is so large that 
-,j \‘ II A.1 y.“‘! . 0 
Hence 1i-e can introduce the nonempt!: set S 1 ~~ {y t s : Ay = Ay” md 
hj A~~~“). Notice that if y t Sl , then y” t S, for all n 1. Next v-c consider 
the family 1‘ {(y -- y”) d : y E S,), and WC choose z in S, so that (AZ - z”)A 
is a minimal member of 1’. Notice that it follows that (z ~ 2),4 (e’( - ~“‘~).-1 
for all n 1. 
\\‘e shall now pro\-e that ,z = s’ so that z gives the desired idempotent 
in P. Firstly we know that z E S and hence ,z=1 z SAA. 11-e solve z m= 9, 
with (I t :I.‘Sow &a -2 (&)a = (kl,-“)u ~= ki”n == Kz C K, which shows 
that MI 20 belongs to B. 
Since u1 E B the element u = ,q belongs to P. In addition, z = zu holds 
which proves that u is not nilpotent in B/N. Since u-4 C z/1, we see that 21 
belongs to i)‘. Next we prove that _u cvcn hclongs to S, . For, first, 
-1~” C .ku” -=:~ a&u == (AZ’) za = (AZ) zu ~~ A-lu, so that L-lu? = A-lu. In 
the same ~a!-, we prove that Ku Ku”. 
Suppose nest that Y E (U ~ u”).l. Since u E ~~4 we first get v 7: ZY~ for 
some r1 Scut 3 = zu so that ZY =_ 0 follows and hcncc I’ : r - ZY = 
(z ~ 9) r1 E (2 - $)A. But then the choice of z shows that (U - z+-l == 
(2 ~ ,+-1. So, in particular, z - z* belongs to (U - +-l. By the previous 
I-esult we conclude that x(z ~2) =: 0, so that z’? = z3 whicll gives 2: : z1 
and again the choice of z implies that 2 = 2’. 
First, wvc state the analog of ‘I’hecwm 5. I in the perfect case. 
Clearly, Theorem 5.1 follows from ‘I’hcorem 5.2 and Corollary 3.3. So 
WC only need to prove Theorem 5.2. 
Pp~oofof Tl~eo~ern 5.2. C’lcarl~-, it is sufficient to prove that i(H) is left 
perfect. It is then sufficient to prove, by using Proposition 3.5, that if f’ is a 
right ideal in i(H) which is not nil, then P contains an idcmpotent. 
First, we choose x0 E P so that s,,R is minimal among all principal right 
ideals of the form yR, as y varies over nonnilpotent elements in P. ?;cxt, 
\vc put S ~: {y E 1’ :yR m= x,,R and y is not nilpotent]. \\:e notice that if 
y c- S then y”R -~= .x,R for all n 1 and because R is right perfect we can 
introduce the nonempty set S, ~= {y C- S : Ry R?i”). 
Kow we choose z E S, so that (z ~~~ z?)R is a minimal member of the 
family I {(y ~~ y2)R : y E ‘T1). \Vc shall now pr<jve that 2 :=~ z1 so that z 
gives the desired idempotent. 
First, z E S so that xR ~~- SR, i.e., 2 -: z ‘%c for some w in K. If 12 E ti, 
we get z = h(z) &z(w) which gives z”(zu -- /z(w)) 0. Since 2 E S, , 
we can also conclude that z(w --- h(w)) --z 0 which proves that zzu = 1/(x0). 
Hence zw E i(H) and then the element u -= z% belongs to P and we have 
x ~: ZU. At this stage, the same argument as in Lemma 4.4 can lx used 
to verify that z ~= 9. 
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